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Are You FEELING it, SEEing it, EXPLORING and EMBRACING it too?
 Do you know what that is? It's POWERFUL, EXCITING AND "NEW"!

 And it's all in RESPONSE TO YOU! ♥
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Aloha beautiful Star-Light BEing Family! 
  

OFF-THE-CHARTS.... 

That about describes these powerful gateways that just keep blasting wide open all week! 

How are you LOVING EXPLORATION into your own multi-dimensional EXPERIENCES too?
How much magic do you experience and how much of your "stuff" (distortions) do you recognize
to move through, process and "move out"?

How quickly are you able to recognize, own and then choose, release/shift? How much do you try
to hold onto the "old" and how much of the "new" (opportunities and ideas) do you resist?

These POWERFUL GATEWAYS take each in every direction.... deeper inward, more expansion
of consciousness, full-frontal "dealing" and weeding through any inner-tangled energy to untangle
and untether from.... while staying wide open for your NEW, stepping up in every moment, resting
more and LEARNING ALL NEW WAYS OF FUNCTIONING... 
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Collectives awakening to their BODIES now being a part of the "picture"
 
... their memories going, their emotions "off the charts", as Cosmic Awakening and Askash
Clearing increases, it's different for each, depending on the amount of separation/density/cellular
programming still held.... so each's experience is different too. 

I've been observing so many saying "I don't understand"... this is because each is still "trying" to
use their "brain" to figure things out and their "human eyes" and ears to hear/see... instead of
going deeper inside and connecting to/through their own NEW INNER VISION to ACCESS their
"new truths". 

As many's memories go and linear thinking no longer works, a whole new WAY of "thinking" must
be "learned". This took me a bit, and my ego struggled with not being able to "do" like I did
before. What used to take 5 minutes or was instant, would take me all day to "figure out". I had to
learn to "sit" and "wait" to see, until the answers came from within, until my pineal gland would
open and I could actually SEE from within. This takes practice and much dedication and alone
time..... as our whole body is involved in the process of THINKING and SEEING here.

As I cleared all of those distorted emotions, clarity came in more ways. As I learned to sit and
tune and listen and be open in EVERY WAY... I started to UNDERSTAND and SEE how all
worked.... 
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A DREAM INSIDE A DREAM INSIDE A DREAM...

AN ILLUSION INSIDE AN ILLUSION INSIDE ANOTHER ILLUSION...
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IT TAKES A LOT OF PATIENCE and HONORING to TRANSITION TO NEW EARTH

The moments magical and such JOY, in order to HOLD THIS within me, meant CHOOSING what
to allow and SEEING what I could not see before. In every moment... new awareness, new
understandings and nothing like I "thought". This magical existence meant many things and my
ego didn't like one bit of it... so I had to "learn" everything all over again.... and throw out
everything I learned before/thought..... 

THIS POWERFUL GATEWAY is just the beginning.... for a whole new COLLECTIVE
EXPERIENCE where each TRANSITIONS to a whole new way of doing everything.... 

Our sleep
Our work
Our foods
Our relationships
How we Support Ourselves and Each other
Where we live
Our Bodies
Our physical world things
Our-selves
EVERY REALity that we actually experience and "SEE" from within
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As You SLEEP to AWAKEN from your own DEEP SLUMBER/SLEEP
to Dream, Imagine, Explore, Create
Open those Multi-Dimensional Portals for Access from Within
Everything is BIRTHED COMPLETELY ANEW

 
In every moment... all previous moments GONE.... that which used to have appeal/resonate, no
longer does. Shifting, drifting and tingling.... our bodies ignite in LIGHT.... energy moves, our
bodies weaken as PHOTONIC LIGHT restructures our DNA and every cell on a Quantum Level...
Linear capabilities go.... 
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EMPTY DATA-BANKS AND BLANK CANVASES
This is how your new body template works and how your lives will be... each day... ON NEW
EARTH
 
IMAGINE - YOU CAN PAINT ANYTHING YOU DESIRE FOR YOUR HIGHER DIMENSIONAL
CURRENT EXPERIENCES HERE
 
THIS WEEK WE EXPERIENCED an Akashic Wipe
The first I've observed and felt on a collective level this far. I was driving home one morning and
decided to stop and take photos of the beach... the pristine ENERGY and surreal'ness is always
soooooo magnificent ....
 
WALKING THE WAKING DREAM.... 
Is our awareness in every moment.... and knowing that this is possible for everyone to
EXPERIENCE as each is truly ready to BE/HOLD LIGHT WITH EVERY BREATH....
 
THE ONLY REALITIES THAT "CARRY OVER"
...are the ones that are fully aligned and serve our highest purposes on a Soul Level for all of
hUmaNITY... some will play out for awhile, as there are things to complete and "learn". Gaining
access to seeing TIMELINES changes how each "travels" through each day though, as you SEE
all from present moment/Zero Point, you will stop INVESTING YOUR TIME/MONEY/ENERGY in
that which you realize has already collapsed.... and you'll collapse it in this moment and allow for
all new realities to OPEN UP ..... 
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OUR HUMAN ASPECT IS LAZY... it won't even try to go beyond the linear ways

Observing collectives awakening to having to start to "think" for themselves, the words are
DRONES WAKING UP.... for a metaphor to apply. So many "unable" to "think for themselves",
still trying to get things "done for them", instead of FIGURING ALL OUT... which takes effort,
exploration and going beyond the linear constructs and boxes "where all was laid out before".....
Waking up out of a program is challenging for each for awhile as each awakens from the old
linear illusion for Higher Mind Consciousness to evolve/come online.

As Your Higher Self
Sit....
BE....
Observe...
and then figure it out.... Click that button, explore and go look for the answers... as they
are not always provided externally anymore (except where your UNIVERSAL HIGHER
ASPECTS OF YOU "APPEAR" TO GUIDE/ASSIST/POINT YOU INWARD MORE) or you
"need" a shock, jolt or whammy to shake/wake you up.

Your mind's eye actually opens up for your new VISION to come online... THROUGH YOUR
WIDE OPEN, ATTENTIVE and observing heart/soul....

You have to go that extra mile, take those extra steps to expand for your higher mind
consciousness to come online... 
Go figure it out... go deep inside and sit and wait until you "see" what to do or where to go....
Listen to your inner/higher guidance/access and let it guide you for your "next steps".  For awhile,
it's a slower process, because you are "learning" HOW to be/do/function with your evolving (Light
Processing) body in all new ways... 

Nothing is going to be/work like it did before.... it's ALL NEW WAYS 
How your body functions, what it needs, how you engage/inner-act, where your INFORMATION
comes from, how you support yourself.... every part of our lives re-worked.... for us all.... 
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WRITE YOURSELF REMINDERS..

.. as when you are shifting in-between dimensions, the amnesia can be "thick" for awhile (foggy
groggy and veils dissolving), until you have fully acclimated/integrated to that new vibrational
dimension with your whole body.... to be able to maintain/sustain and not forget/go unconscious
again.

Start yourself a Multi-Dimensional Transitions Journal/Book and write down the things you
need to remember (passwords, bookmarks, links, important commitments), as you won't
remember some of these things "until you come out on the other side".... which can take awhile,
depending on how deep you have to go to access your own SOUL and awaken fully with your
whole body.  The rest, let it all go. It's old baggage and you cannot take that with you, nor will you
be able to conform to old linear constraints and constructs anymore. 
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This week has been the most BEAUTIFUL ENERGIES EVER.... and we continue to increase
the photonic activity for integrating constantly.  Resolving old timelines, moving lots out and
constantly accomplishing the new... 
 
It's been a most important week as Gatekeepers. I've not been able to complete all of the
writings I started, because of my schedule, so I decided to send out some love with this and
complete them as my own schedule permits. I'll post some this week for you all!
 
Such an EXCITING "TIME".... this is what we all came here for.... standing in your Sovereignty,
learning new things, not giving your power away anymore and not having to rely on others to
figure things out within yourselves.... 

IT WASN'T EASY, GOING THROUGH ALL OF THE TRANSITIONS FOR YEARS
... all the heavy duty clearing I had to go through, all that deep heavy duty matrix programming in
my own body and awakening to realities that challenged our sanity and presented to challenge
every aspect of my ego self.... awakening from all the distortions and dis-illusioning myself to
CREATE a whole new Illusion, one that aligns with PURITY, honor, integrity, service to humanity
and radiates out LIGHT CODES just by BEing and SHARING the knowledge that others didn't
have access to yet.... 
 
THIS TAKES DEEP DEDICATION by each one of us... to go deep inside and "make that
connection" and hold it... in every moment and become PURE SOURCE LIGHT... with a physical
body... and function in an actual physical reality that radiates back the infinite beauty,
magnificence and abundance that we become.... 
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This is a ANOTHER POWERFUL WEEK we've entered into .... 
 
The "day out of time" (which is how we live, so we don't notice much, the Galactic New Year and
then the BLOOD MOON ECLIPSE... just to name a few, with sooooo much more going on than
that.... as we move further through the POWERFUL LIONS GATEWAY... for much higher
dimensional everything to open up! 
 
YOU REALize the opportunities, realize what's available, realize all that is always ready and
available as you are. WE are in "constant REALIZATION" FREQUENCIES... where the MOMENT
you realize, you then have the power to shift, change, re-write reality.... right then/now.... how
awesome is that?!!! :) 
 
This COSMIC RE-WRITE accelerates all.... so grab your happy, your excitement and your
readiness and you go deep inside to see and figure all out.... because this is how all works. ♥
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Magical blessings from our beLOVED LeMUria Kauai,

 
               ♥ Lisa ♥

 

NEW WEEKLY SPECIALS AND UPCOMING OPPORTUNITIES

 
 Upcoming Events Page

https://www.awakeningtoremembering.com/upcoming-events.html
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TOMORROW!
 Click on the photo to register to listen either via MP3 Audio or watch the Video

https://de149.isrefer.com/go/AskLisaS16/LisaTBrown/
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